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Real-Time Threat Intelligence for QRadar

Dramatically increase your speed to “no” verdicts. Rapidly
understand true incidents in context.
SOC teams are inundated with alerts and events. Threat intelligence from Recorded
Future creates clarity by adding rich context. We surface and deliver threat intelligence
in real time from the open, deep, and dark Web, helping you make informed verdicts.
SOC analysts can efficiently dismiss false positives and capture threat context for
true incidents.

Threat Intelligence from
the Web, Tailored for
Security Ops
Recorded Future offers both
off-the-shelf and custom

Detect important incidents in your network that you would
have otherwise missed.
Recorded Future identifies indicators with elevated risk by analyzing Web reporting,
threat lists, and our own novel methods. And unlike basic IP reputation lists, we deliver
rich context so you can selectively apply indicators that match your security needs in
event correlation and detection rules.

features that QRadar users can
use to bring real-time threat
intelligence into the Security
Operations Center. Through
QRadar’s right-click functionality,
analysts can access real-time
Intel Cards that include:
IP address risk scores for
event prioritization

Gain threat awareness beyond your network.
Be proactive with incident detection, as risks originate or are first reported outside
your network. Monitor and alert on risks related to your IP ranges, domains, and
company using Recorded Future as your sensor in the Web. When alerting rules
trigger, we deliver detailed notifications with provenance and links to sources and
cached access to ephemeral content.

Full transparency on risk
evidence, including sources
and sightings
Related entities such as
attack vectors, domains, and
malware
On-demand export to STIX
and CSV

Drill down from correlation to triage to investigation.
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Recorded Future’s Real-Time Threat Intelligence
We arm you with tailored threat intelligence from the entire
Web so you can proactively defend your organization from
cyber attacks.
Every day, organizations are blindsided by cyber attacks, and analysts risk missing the
threats that truly impact the business. The Web has become the new battleground
where threats emerge, increase in intensity, and ultimately target the organization.
Analysts can no longer keep pace with the ever-growing number of threat information
sources on the Web containing valuable data on targets, vulnerabilities, actors, and
TTPs. Collecting this threat data is hard, and organizing it for intelligence analysis is
even harder. Analysts need a breakthrough in applying this data to the security of
their organization.

More Context for Better Insight
To help organizations to proactively defend against attackers, Recorded Future’s
real-time threat intelligence provides analysts full context of emerging threats from the
open, deep, and dark Web, including volatile sources. Recorded Future captures and
structures this information for security analysis: billions of indexed facts over a seven
year history, linked to sources and authors, and across multiple languages. We detect
reporting of new vulnerabilities, exploits, IOCs, exposed company assets, and threat
actors targeting organizations and industries. This threat intelligence, tailored to each
organization, its IT infrastructure, partners, and industry helps reduce security risk.

Through Recorded Future’s
Enterprise Web application,
alerts can be configured
to monitor outside-thenetwork risks, including
company name, domains,
and key CIDR blocks.
Finally, Security teams can
incorporate Recorded
Future’s context-rich threat
feed into QRadar’s reference
collections to expand the data
available for analysis.

Why Recorded Future
Faster Analysis: Spend
less time collecting data
and supercharge your
analytic capacity.
Cut Out the Middleman:
Direct access to real-time intel
for monitoring and IR.
Relevant Intel: Tailored
to your environment,
infrastructure, and
corporate profile.

Intel Summary cards deliver instant context
on IPs, Domains, Hashes, and Vulnerabilities.

About Recorded Future
We arm you with real-time threat intelligence so you can proactively defend your organization against cyber attacks. With billions
of indexed facts, and more added every day, our patented Web Intelligence Engine continuously analyzes the entire web to give
you unmatched insight into emerging threats. Recorded Future helps protect four of the top five companies in the world.
Recorded Future, 363 Highland Avenue, Somerville, MA 02144 USA
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